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Happy New Year and welcome to 2014! The beginning of the year is always exciting in the tennis world, as all eyes point to Australia for the first Grand Slam of the year. The tennis
world has had its share of excitement in 2013, and only time will tell what will happen in 2014. In our “Inside
the world of tennis”, there is a preview of what may be in store for 2014 from si.com. All the tennis organizations will be very active again to keep the performance of the players high, and our job in the tennis medicine
world will be to keep them healthy. One particular injury that has sidelined a number of top players such as Kim
Clijsters and Juan Martin Del Potro, among others, is wrist pain. As many of us know, ulnar wrist pain can be
limiting to tennis players of all levels, and particularly devastating to the elite level players. Dr. Chris Sforzo, who
is an upper extremity orthopaedic surgery specialist (special consultant to the Bolliteiri Tennis Academy) and
tennis performance specialists and teaching professionals, Yutaka Nakamura, BS, NSCA, CSCS and Lee Nakamura,
USPTA, USPTR have prepared a comprehensive evaluation of ulnar wrist pain in tennis players. You will get a
detailed background of evaluation and treatment options, but also specific tennis-related adjustments in
equipment and tennis strokes.
The WTA continues to produce some excellent information in their “Physically Speaking” section. The topic
“Liquefy your assets” included in this edition of “Inside the STMS” is relevant with the heat of the Australian
Open looming. Practical tips on hydration, choosing sports drinks, performance, and then recovery techniques
are discussed. Specific advice such as this will help us properly educate our tennis players, rather then just
saying “drink more!”.
A start of a new year, is also a good reminder to renew your membership to the most reliable source in
tennis medicine medical information, the STMS. Please visit stms-web.org right away to maintain all of
your membership benefits and receive your journal. Please also mark your calendars for STMS
conferences that will be upcoming. Work is under way for a possible North American regional
th

conference towards the end of the year, and the 14 STMS World Congress in Rome May 8-9, 2015.
Please contact me directly with any submissions for the “Inside the STMS” newsletter at
njayant@lumc.edu.
Have a great 2014!!
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Clinical Pearls
Ulnar Wrist Pain in Tennis – History, Diagnosis, Treatment, & Prevention
Christopher R. Sforzo, MD, FAAOS, SCSH; Yutaka Nakamura, BS, NSCA, CSCS; Lee Nakamura, USPTA, USPTR

Wrist injuries in tennis players, even elite/professional
players, are common. Due to the anatomic location of the
wrist and its major role in the kinetic chain needed in
stroke production, it is unfortunately a common site of pain
and disability. Often, the pain presents on the pinkie-side,
or ulnar side, of the wrist. Many players experience this
ulnar pain in the non-dominant hand during two-handed
backhand strokes. In this stroke, the top hand is placed in
extreme ulnar deviation and extension, while dynamically
moving from supination to pronation. This same motiontype occurs in many tennis strokes, and as such can lead to
acute and chronic ulnar wrist injuries.
The ulnar portion of the wrist is composed of complicated
yet sophisticated anatomy that gives tremendous stability
to the wrist while at the same time allowing for incredible
degrees of movement. The main structures on the ulnar
side of the wrist anatomically are the distal radioulnar joint
(DRUJ); the intrinsic and extrinsic ulnocarpal ligaments; the
triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFCC), the extensor carpi
ulnaris (ECU) tendon; the pisiform and pisotriquetral joint;
as well as the hook of the hamate. All of these structures
can be the source of ulnar wrist pain; however, they can
present in similar manners, thus clouding the clinical picture, causing potential delays in correct diagnosis and
treatment. Henceforth, the ulnar wrist has garnered the
pseudonym “the black box of the wrist.”

include the ECU subluxation test, ulnocarpal stress test, LT
ballottement test, and piano key test also need to be completed and will further help to ascertain the location of
injury.
Sometimes imaging needs to be performed to further elucidate the pathology. This can be done beginning with standard but well-positioned x-rays, focusing in on ulnar variance
(ulnar length compared to the radius), the ulnocarpal joint,
and the DRUJ. Bilateral clenched fist views can further
uncover dynamic ulnar positive variance. Advanced imaging can include static or dynamic ultrasound or MRI
arthrogram of the wrist, which can be quite sensitive in
detecting tears or bony changes. In the end, the history and
clinical exam, and potentially selective lidocaine and/or
cortisone injections will be the gateway to uncovering the
correct pain-generating diagnosis.
Common problems include injuries to the TFCC, the ECU,
and the lunotriquetral (LT) ligaments, or dynamic problems
such as ulnocarpal abutment and ECU subluxation/
dislocation.

Treatment is tailored to the specific diagnosis. Strain or
tears of the TFCC can be initially treated non-operatively,
with a combination of rest, wraps, NSAIDs, strengthening,
and potentially cortisone injections. If the players’ schedule
allows, surgery can be done to either debride or repair the
torn TFCC at the appropriate time in her or his schedule. If
Tennis players can present with an acute event of sudden
need be, surgery can be postponed and the player can be
onset – either after a violent fall with the wrist in extension
allowed to play per pain tolerance. Arthroscopic TFCC deband pronation/supination, or after hitting the tennis ball
ridement typically requires 2-4 weeks of splinting with
and having an immediate feeling of ulnar wrist pain. When
another 4 weeks of therapy to regain strength, motion, and
the presentation of pain is chronic and insidious, the ulnar
stamina, with a gradual return to hitting after 8 weeks. Full
wrist pain arises over the course of days or weeks, and the
recovery can take 10-12 weeks. TFCC repair is a protracted
athlete usually cannot recall a single inciting injury.
recovery, with typically 6 weeks of significant immobilizaIn either case, the player typically experiences pain with
tion/splinting, followed by a progressive ROM program,
stroke production, which gradually worsens during play,
strengthening, modalities, and then gradual return to
which decreases performance and then forces the player
hitting and full play by 4-6 months.
to curtail practice or match play. Sometimes the player
ECU tendonitis can typically be managed with splinting
describes the pain associated with an audible or palpable
techniques, rest, NSAIDs, therapy modalities, and injecclick on forearm rotation.
tions, with a return to play timeline between 2-4 weeks.
Examination focuses on the athlete’s anatomy and the use ECU subluxation/dislocation can be initially treated via nonof certain provocative tests in order to illicit abnormal
operative means to include rest, splinting, wraps, or agresponses. The examiner must have knowledge of the an
gressive immobilization for 3-6 weeks, and then a gradual
atomy, the structures at risk, the important exam tests to
return to play program centered on regaining strength,
perform, and a high index of suspicion. Palpation of the
dexterity, range of motion, proprioception, and then stamilunotriquetral (LT) joint, the fovea or ulnar snuffbox, ECU,
na. If symptoms persist, ECU stabilization via open surgical
FCU (flexor carpi ulnaris), ulnar styloid, pisotriquetral joint, means may be needed, with a return to play after 3
and hamate hook, all must be performed. Provocative tests months. ECU tears require surgical repair and a period of

protection, with a prolonged return to match play rang- popular among professional players because of their
ing from 4-6 months.
elasticity, tension stability and liveliness, but are expensive. and not very durable. Gut is also very sensitive to
Lunotriquetral (LT) ligament tears are also (and usually)
moisture. Synthetic strings were produced to give the
treated by non-operative means, including rest, modaliuser different characteristics such as higher durability at
ties, splinting, and injections. Arthroscopic debridement
a better price. Synthetic gut strings are classified as nyand/or repair versus reconstruction are typically relon, polyester and Kevlar, and multifilament. Nylons are
served for extreme cases where there is chronic pain
the most popular, are durable, have good feel, and hold
and/or significant lunotriquetral joint instability.
tension well. They are not as gentle on the arm as gut
Ulnocarpal abutment is a dynamic process whereby the or multifilament. Polyester/Kevlar are extremely duraulna impacts the carpus repeatedly with power grip.
ble, hold tension well, and excellent control; however,
This can present as chronic ulnar wrist pain with abnor- these (Kevlar especially) may be too strong for most
mal or normal x-rays. However, sometimes patients will players and are better used as a hybrid. Multifilaments
have a longer length ulna in relation to the radius (i.e.
have the advantage of a great combination of gentlepositive ulnar variance), which causes dynamic ulnar
ness on the arm, tension hold, power, and control.
wrist overload with tennis play. This can sometimes be Thus, when choosing strings, it’s important to undermanaged with the above-mentioned non-operative
stand the players’ ability, strength, and technique. Its
means as well as cortisone injections. If the problem is best to start with the basics and then tailor strings movprotracted and imaging reveals a thinned or torn TFCC ing forward based upon needs and physical ability/
with ulnocarpal reactive changes due to chronic imlimits.
pingement, a surgical procedure to shorten the ulna can
String tension can be a component in wrist pain as
be performed, via either an arthroscopic wafer procewell. Lower tensions increase power due to increased
dure or an open ulnar shortening osteotomy. Some, by
ball on string time, but impart less ball control and can
its minimally invasive technique and early return to
predispose to injury: the lower the tension, the longer
sport, prefer the wafer procedure. This may allow early
the ball is on the strings – which can be problematic on
return to stroke production at 4 weeks postoperatively.
repetitive eccentric (off-center) ball strike. This leads to
However, it can be technically demanding and lacks the
increased rotational forces that transfer to the racket,
extrinsic tensioning of the ulnocarpal ligaments that
which are in turn transferred to the wrist causing strain.
occurs in the ulnar shortening osteotomy procedure,
This is especially common in recreational or novice/
which remains the gold standard for this problem. It
youth players. Most elite players generate topspin by
carries the risk of delayed union or bone healing, or
imparting fast swings without swinging long, thus
even nonunion or no bone healing. It also requires a
brushing the ball from low to high while still propelling
longer recovery and retained hardware, which may beit forward. A fast swing produces both spin and power,
come symptomatic in the future. With the use of newand the higher string tension gives them better control
er, low profile osteotomy systems, hardware complicawith this technique. It gets complicated when you add
tion has diminished significantly.
the fact that some strings produce more or less spin at
Wrist injuries in tennis players often result from overdifferent tensions. Thus, an ideal combination for some
use, improper technique, and even using the wrong
competitive players is to have stiffer-acting strings (e.g.
equipment. Also, excessive wrist motion during the
polyester) strung at lower tensions, which may improve
stroke will predispose a player to injury. Some things to control while decreasing the force or strain on the arm
consider when facing a player with ulnar wrist pain:
or wrist.
Equipment: using the wrong grip size, wrong strings,
and improper string tension can all lead to wrist pain.
The grip size can determine the amount of force needed to hold the racket through the stroke, leading to
increased firmness of grip and potential injury. Too firm
a grip can restrict free movement of the arm. The grip
should be only as firm as necessary to ensure proper
stroke technique.
Strings types include natural gut, synthetic gut, or a
hybrid/combination of the two. Gut strings are very

Technical: Extreme grips such as an Western will compromise the position of the wrist, forearm, and elbow
which places additional stress on the adjacent muscles
and tendons. For the two-handed backhand player, we
prefer the use of the continental grip on the bottom
hand and the Eastern forehand grip on the top hand.
Players using extreme grips (Western) place their wrist
and forearm in positions that place additional stress on
the muscles, tendons, and ligaments and can predispose them to injury. Additionally, another breakdown in

technique is when the player uses the wrist and hand as
primary force generators during ball strike. The wrist
and hand must be viewed as links in the kinetic chain
whereby large forces generated from the ground, lower
extremity, and trunk are transferred.
Position of wrist at ball strike: In the two handed backhand, the tendency for some players is to place the top
hand in extreme extension and ulnar deviation prior to
ball strike. The thought is to power the ball into creating
topspin at contact. By using the Eastern Forehand grip in
the top hand (left hand in right handed players) and by
incorporating the players’ core and lower body/legs into
the stroke properly, the lower body/core can load the
energy and transfer load and energy up the kinetic chain
into the arm and wrist to abate some of the torsional
stress on the wrist. A common mistake we see, especially in the junior player, is that the wrist is hyperextended.
Problems are further exacerbated when hitting the ball
late, especially on a repetitive basis. This position is
weaker and less stable, and after repetitively hitting balls
improperly in this loaded position, ulnar wrist pain can
result. When proper technique at ball strike in employed, wrist problems can be diminished significantly.

wrists, forearms, elbows, and shoulders.
4. Have elastic bands in the player’s bag to allow he or
she to perform these exercises anytime and have
them easily accessible; also, the player should be
able to perform this routine away from the supervision of coaches, trainers, and parents.
5. It is best to perform strengthening exercises after
practice or match play or on “off” days where not
hitting is done so as to not impart muscle fatigue
during play.

This is a classic central
TFCC tear with the probe
within the tear.

Physical: Due to the physical demands of tennis and all
of the repetition that is involved, tennis play causes the
dominant playing side to over-develop which leads to
overall body muscle imbalance. The non-dominant side
does not see the loads that the dominant one does, thus
has less strength and stamina, and is less able to absorb
the loads placed across it. It is imperative to not only
maintain equal sided strength in the upper extremities
but also maintain flexibility, especially as the player ages. Post-practice strength and stretching protocols
should be engendered at an early age so as to combat
this imbalance and predisposition to non-dominant wrist
injury. Exercises that strengthen the wrist, forearm and
elbow include wrist curls, radial and ulnar deviation resistance maneuvers, and ball dribble off the floor then
wall to improve both strength and endurance.

This technique of repetitive
wrist flexion/extension in a
dynamic manner that
improves both strength and
coordination in multiple
planes.

Prevention Pearls:
1. Choose your equipment carefully, take into account
level of play and age.
2. Be sure to impart proper grip and technical skills,
and be open to reviewing these periodically, even
using video, taking care to notice changes in swing
mechanics pre and post ball strike.
3. Have a daily routine to include strength and flexibility exercises that increase stamina and maintain
range of motion; this should include the hands,

This MRI is a T2-weighted
image of ulnocarpal
impaction with a
degenerative cyst within the
ulnar side of the lunate due
to dynamic ulnar
impingement.

Perfect Position
Left wrist is in an eastern FH grip which allows player to have a strong wrist
position on the back of the racket at impact.

This image shows the "laid back" set up to
generate topspin from low to high at contact.
"Notice the excess ulnar deviation
of the non-dominant (left) wrist.”.
Over time when ball is hit with a lot of pace injury can occur..
Even with proper technique( as shown) due to the repetitive
nature of the stroke injury or pain may occur…

In this image left wrist is in a compromising position. This usually happens when player is off balance, out of
position( reaching for the ball) Player is not able to finish properly. As shown wrist is going across, not through on
the finish
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In The World of Tennis
Roundtable: Looking Ahead to the Major Storylines of Tennis in 2014
2014 SEASON PREVIEW, ANDY MURRAY, MARIA SHARAPOVA, NOVAK DJOKOVIC, RAFAEL
NADAL, ROGER FEDERER, ROUNDTABLE, SERENA WILLIAMS, SLOANE STEPHENS,
VICTORIA AZARENKA | COMMENTS

Can anyone emerge to consistently challenge Serena Williams for dominance in 2014?
(Andy Wong/AP)

Before the calendar turns to 2014,
SI.com asked media from across the
tennis world what they are most
looking forward to in the upcoming year.
Darren Cahill, ESPN commentator: Think back through
every generation in the men’s game, and there’s always
been young champions or teenagers bursting onto the
scene making their presence felt in majors. The game
needs youngsters challenging. We need this group of 23
& under players to step up in 2014 or a lot of the gloss
with be erased. Milos Raonic, Bernard Tomic, Grigor Dimitrov, Kei Nishikori, Ryan Harrison, Jack Sock, to name a
few. Milos has been very good in ATP events but struggled at majors. Grigor is yet to taste a round of 16 match
at a Slam. Bernie has been… well, he’s been Bernie and
completely unreadable. Kei has struggled with injuries
and belief in the big matches, and the two Americans
have been disappointing so far.
Maybe the game has changed that much that it’s impossible now at that age to crack the top 5, or maybe this
group is not really made of the right stuff. One thing is for
sure, these guys have been signing big money deals of
late on the promise of delivering soon. And soon means
in the next couple of years, or they will be waving bye bye
to large chunks of cash. Companies will look to the next
generation to invest in, and there’s plenty of talent coming through.
2013 was the year of Serena Williams. 2014 will be the
year of Serena Williams. My biggest hope in the women’s
game is that she has to fight for that dominance like she’s
never fought before. She’s the Roger Federer of 2005 and
2006, and the field has to reel her back in. Each and every
player can learn from her power, strength and athleticism
to become better. Study her, train harder than her, be
tactically better than her, and together as a group they
can challenge her. There needs to be more than one rival
for Serena to break her down. Victoria Azarenka can’t do
it alone. Vika needs help, and she needs a few of her WTA
friends to invest in themselves and not to be content by
just occupying a comfortable place in the top 20, or even
top 10.

Stephen Tignor, Tennis.com: Opening the next chapter in
the rivalry between Rafael Nadal and Novak Djokovic.
They seem to me to be starting the season all square
again.
Finding out what several young WTA players have to
show us, specifically Sloane Stephens, Eugenie Bouchard,
Madison Keys and a 19-year-old I’ve never even
seen play, Elina Svitolina. Hearing whatever Ernests
Gulbis has to tell us.
Doug Robson, USA Today: I’m looking forward to two
things: One, can someone, anyone, finally break the hegemony atop the men’s game. 34 of past 35 majors? The
time is ripe for a player to take ownership of some real
estate on Mount Nadal/Djokovic/Murray/(Federer). Two,
how will Serena and Sloane Stephens respond to their
excellent 2013s? Will they backslide? Get injured? Stall?
Fall into ennui? Or grasp the momentum and run?
Chris Evert, ESPN commentator: In 2014, I will be very
curious to see whether Federer and Maria Sharapova can
win another major at this point in their careers, having
been shut out this past year. What I am looking forward
to – and expect – is that the promising crop of young
American women will step it up and go deeper in the
draws.
Kevin Mitchell, The Guardian: I would like Jerzy Janowicz to win something big — and maybe learn how to
volley. What a player he would be then. I would like
someone to steal the players’ towels on a really hot day. I
would like Serena to have a big girls’ night out with Stephens and Sharapova. And I would like Federer to reveal
that he is, actually, @PseudoFed.
Louisa Thomas, Grantland: I’m looking forward to
watching someone totally unexpected win a men’s major.
It has to happen someday, right? (Right?) But most of all,
I’m looking forward to watching Serena Williams do what
Serena Williams does.
Matt Cronin, TennisReporters.net: What both tours really need now is for some younger players to challenge the
elite veterans. Nadal, Djokovic and Murray, when he was

In The World of Tennis
cont.
healthy, had a stranglehold on the ATP, and Serena
owned the WTA after the Australian Open. There are
plenty of talented youngsters out there like Raonic, Dimitrov, Stephens and Simona Halep, but they have yet to
show they can consistently play with the big boys and
girls. If they can do so in 2014, it would add much needed spice to the pro game.

because you feel you’re observing excellence. So in 2014,
more of the best players playing well and the emergence
of some legitimately superior individuals to challenge
them. And fewer injuries that affect the outcomes of big
matches.

Carole Bouchard, L’Equipe: What I’m most looking forward to in the 2014 season is to see if someone will be
able to come between Nadal and Djokovic regarding the
battle for the throne and if Serena can achieve the Calendar Slam.

Courtesy of si.com

Tom Perrotta, The Wall Street Journal: What I am looking forward to in 2014: Sloane Stephens. Nadal vs.
Ben Rothenberg, The New York Times: For the women, Djokovic. I just don’t tire of it. It would be great to see
I’ll be most looking forward to the French Open. I think a another six or seven installments this season. Jack Sock
massive number of players can be considered legitimate hiring Pete Sampras as a coach. Why not? We’ve already
title contenders there (Serena, Sharapova, Azarenka, and seen Ivan Lendl team up with Murray, Boris Becker and
even Halep, Jelena Jankovic, Sara Errani, Sam Stosur),
Djokovic, Federer and Stefan Edberg and Nishikori and
and unless Serena goes on another “she won Rome and Michael Chang.
Madrid” tear through the clay swing, I think it could be
the most wide-open Slam in some time. For the men, all I Colette Lewis, ZooTennis.com: Three 15-year-olds, all
want is for Nadal and Murray to play one another for the born within a month of each other in 1998, have had
first time since 2011. I don’t think that’s too much to ask, exceptional junior careers, even if those “careers” span
really.
only four years. Stefan Kozlov won the Eddie Herr 12s
and has reached four Futures quarterfinals this year, MiRussell Fuller, BBC: I’m really looking forward to seeing
chael Mmoh has won both the Junior Orange Bowl 12s
whether Serena and Rafa can go to the well one more
and 14s titles, and Francis Tiafoe won the prestigious Les
time. There’s the enduring fascination of the fortunes of Petits As championship in 2012 and became the youngthe big four in the men’s game, and from a British perest 18s champion in Orange Bowl history in December.
spective, we wait to see whether Murray can play free of Mmoh and Tiafoe led the US to the ITF World Junior Tenback pain, and whether Laura Robson can reel in the likes nis 14-and-under team title in 2012. Now all ranked in
of Stephens and Bouchard.
the ITF Junior Ranking’s Top 10, an extraordinary accomplishment at age 15, the trio will face increased scrutiny
Peter Bodo, Tennis.com: I’m looking forward to Marion of their games and their results in 2014. I’ll be among
Bartoli’s comeback (don’t all the women who retire while those keenly interested in how they cope with these inthey can still play return?) as well as Nadal’s attempt in
creased expectations at the junior slams and at Kalamawhat looks like a “swing year” to close the Grand Slam
zoo, where a US Open main draw wild card awaits the
title gap with Federer – which may be the best source of winner.
motivation Federer can muster in his 32nd year.

Kamakshi Tandon, ESPN.com: How about… great matches abounding, Roger Federer rebounding, someone to
rival Serena, the Wimbledon grass staying a little greener, the clay season not to be such a snooze, a few more
interviews, anyone breaking through, Maria taking the
mic, some more comebacks to like, an epic or three…
and a partridge in a pear tree. Because who doesn’t like a
partridge in a pear tree?
Tom Tebbutt, Tennis Canada: Dominant teams and dominant individuals are what make sports most compelling

In The World of Tennis
cont.

PREDICTIONS FOR THE 2014 TENNIS SEASON
By: Jon Wertheim, INSIDE TENNIS

Roger Federer hasn't won a Grand Slam since Wimbledon 2012, where he
beat Andy Murray in the final.

Peering into the crystal ball, which, in keeping with tennis, is not standardized from event to event.


No player outside the Big Four will win a Grand Slam. The concentration of power would offend
Paul Volcker. If any other global industry saw one of four institutions so thoroughly dominate the
marketplace -- divvying every Major singles title, save one, since early 2005 -- there would be an
investigation. But not only have Novak Djokovic, Rafael Nadal, Andy Murray and Roger Federer
rendered every colleague a journeyman; there's no suggestion their oligopoly will end in 2014. We
can debate whether they're that much better than the others; or whether the "others" are deficient. But there's little to suggest that the other guys (Milos Raonic and Grigor Dimitrov, neither of
whom have been beyond the fourth round of a Slam? David Ferrer, who's 10-46 against Federer,
Nadal and Djokovic?) are ready for the Big Boys.



A year from now, Roger Federer will be ranked higher than he is today. Yes, we know the case
against. Federer is older than Gardnar Malloy. As a committed father, he is shopping for Go-Gurt
and Applesauce Crushers while his rivals are running wind sprints. His back is sore. His racket is
small. He lacks a guru from the 1980s. He has won one Grand Slam in the last 47 months. The vectors tend to go in one direction: once athletes move beyond their primes, the downward slope is
constant.
Here's what Federer has going for him: he is still Roger Federer, blessed by the tennis gods. He
still moves gracefully. He still can tinker with his schedule. He can regain self-belief. He can still
discharge his duties better than all but three men on the planet. Write him off at your peril.



Serena Williams will continue to ride high. The notion that "30 is the new 20" has already hardened into conventional tennis wisdom. And while Williams' chronological age is 32, that doesn't
quite paint an accurate picture. All those years that she played sparingly, drawing criticism from
the WTA and the hidebounds? She's getting that time back now. All those matches she waltzed 60, 6-1 in 53 minutes? Again, it pays dividends. Serena doesn't just play better tennis than the rest
of the field; she competes better. And until that changes, it's hard to see her losing her edge.

In The World of Tennis
cont.



Maria Sharapova will regain some of her mojo (but not all). Last year was thoroughly forgettable for
Sharapova. Losses and injuries were compounded by some uncharacteristic unforced p.r. errors, not
least her bizarre shotgun coaching marriage with Jimmy Connors. Sharpova missed the U.S. Open and
the fall season on account of a shoulder injury and won just one matched since the French Open. Yet
she enters the new season healthy, rejuvenated, and in the company of a new coach (Sven
Groeneveld). Her competitive instincts have never been in question and -- as we saw last year with
Nadal -- these mini-sabbaticals have a way of helping the player. She still needs to solve the Serena
Riddle that has vexed her for a decade now. But Sharapova will re-enter the conversation.



Marion Bartoli will return. It's become as predictable as time, tide and gripes over the lack of a roof at
the U.S. Open: players -- especially female -- who retire, reconsider their decision. Bartoli, of course,
won Wimbledon last summer, one of the more inspiring stories of 2013. A few weeks later, sacre bleu!
(Or Sock-re bleu?) She announced her retirement.
Bartoli always seems to regard conventional wisdom as a personal affront. And part us applauds her
for staying true to her instincts and calling it quits when others would be renegotiating racket deals,
booking exhibitions and otherwise cashing in on their new found status. But, Bartoli has too much
good tennis left to stay on the sidelines. And it's hard not to notice: she's still ranked No. 13.



Novak Djokovic and Boris Becker will bid each other auf wiedersehen by the French Open. It makes
for a pretty good reality show conceit: tennis stars of the 80s try and dispense their magic on players
today. The Surreal Life meets the Ultimate Fighter. For all the recently announced pairings, none was
stranger than Boris Becker and Novak Djokovic. While both are thoroughly unobjectionable -- pleasant,
sporting, genial -- on their own, their Venn diagram would seem to have little overlap. Culturally, temperamentally, philosophically. Maybe this is a case of opposites attract. Maybe this is one of those romantic couples who confound the outsiders -- "What do they see in each other?" -- but make it work.
Says here, Becker and Djokovic cordially part ways, by, say the end of the clay-court swing.



Tennis will fall prey to more anti-doping contretemps. This is based more on common sense than a
suggestion the sport is a cesspool. But consider the circumstances: you have an individual enterprise
with incentives to cheat, especially when it comes to accelerating recovery. You have more injuries
than ever (see below). You have players seeking incremental advantages, reading instructions that are
often not in their native tongues. And a banned substance list that includes everything from recreational drugs to anti-hair loss medication.

The meeting will provide an excellent opportunity to expand our scientific knowledge through the
workshops, with direct, close interaction with the most renowned International Specialists.
The majority of tennis injuries are overuse injuries involving both upper and lower extremities as
well as the back and abdominals. Many of these injuries can be prevented with a proper understanding of the etiology of the injuries and appropriate evaluation and intervention.
The high-level scientific program provided during interactive sessions by the organizing committee
will cover both tennis-related pathology and the health benefits of regular physical and psychological
activity throughout life.
Practical workshops will also enable participants to discover new techniques and innovative equipment. There will be lectures on the latest notions by International leaders in tennis medicine, symposiums, and hands-on workshops Click here for details: stms-web.org/conferences

See you in Rome!!!
Organizing Secretariat
Concordia Hospital for “Special Surgery”

STMS 2014 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

Hello STMS Members:
You can now renew your membership on the STMS website The
website has now been updated to allow easy renewal of your membership so you can continue to receive the member benefits and
continue your membership with STMS.
Simply click on this link http://stms-web.org/membership.html to renew
your STMS membership using a credit card and paypal.
Please contact us if you have any questions or help.
Thank you for your continued support and membership in STMS.

Best Regards
Todd Ellenbecker

Todd S. Ellenbecker, DPT, MS, SCS, OCS, CSCS
Senior Director of Medical Services ATP World Tour
Clinic Director, Physiotherapy Associates Scottsdale Sports Clinic
National Director of Clinical Research, Physiotherapy Associates

Todd Ellenbecker

STMS MEMBERSHIP
Go to www.stms-web.org and to renew!!!
Joining STMS entitles you to receive educational information from leading Sports Medicine and Sport
Science professionals working with tennis players around the world, as well as access to unique membership benefits (below). Most of the scientific rationale for caring tennis players (i.e. clinical management, rehabilitation, training and prevention) in the last decade have been provided by STMS members!

We invite you to tour our website at
www.stms-web.org
to view public access information.

JOIN US BY CLICKING HERE!!!!!
What you get with STMS membership

 Subscription to three issues per year of the Journal Medicine and Science in Tennis
 Free online access to all editions of the Journal (with your STMS member password)
 Subscription to four issues per year of the STMS E-mail Newsletter
 Discounts to STMS meetings
 Access to the dedicated Members Area (with your STMS password) STMS voting rights
Subscription Rates:

 Physician & STMS Fellow (1 year) US $195
 Physician & STMS Fellow (3 years) US $500
 PhD/PT/ATC/Chiropractor (1 year) US $75
 Tennis Coach & Player/Enthusiast (1year)** US $30
** includes three online journals per year. subscription of four online STMS email newsletters,
discount to all STMS conferences and free online access to all published STMS journals.

